Better together: Baroan Technologies partners
with Dynamics 365 provider to deepen customer
relationships with value-added services
Baroan Technologies
Founded in 1997, Baroan Technologies is a leading managed
IT service provider that delivers CIO services, security and
technology consulting, implementation, and tech support
for a wide range of industries.
With Microsoft 365 and Azure
practices in-house, they work
with Dynamics 365 partners to
offer ERP and CRM services to
interested customers.
Azamba Consulting Group
Founded in 2007, Azamba
Consulting Group is a proven
Microsoft Dynamics 365 for
Sales partner with 400+ successful projects and more than
a decade of experience helping SMBs. They have regularly
teamed up with other Microsoft
partners to bring Dynamics
CRM solutions to businesses
that are interested in taking the
next step in their cloud journey.

Situation
Change is inevitable—but how
do you keep evolving?
With the advent of new cloud solutions and services, it’s hard for managed
service partners to be everything for their customers. SMBs are constantly
evaluating new solutions to make their businesses perform better, faster,
smarter. But for MSPs like Baroan Technologies, the true crux of the issue is not
whether or not they want to keep pace with emerging customer demands. It’s a
matter of how they can keep pace.
As early adopters of the Microsoft Cloud, Baroan Technologies was on a fast
track to growth, expanding their managed customer base to 60 clients,
which averages 3,000 endpoints in total. But not every partner can support
every solution out there. While Baroan built their business around helping
companies realize the cost benefits of the cloud and migrating infrastructure to
Microsoft 365 and Azure, ERP was not an expertise they had in-house. And as a
natural next step for many SMBs looking to transform their accounting systems,
the knowledge gap was something they wanted to address.

Solution
The key is knowing
when to call for an assist

The stronger the partnership,
the happier the client

For partners looking to succeed in a crowded marketplace, it pays to know your differentiator, where you
can improve, and what is out of your scope. For Baroan
Technologies, they know their differentiation is the trust
and transparency they bring to client relationships. That
strength informs them on how to address the organizational muscles they lack—namely, ERP expertise.

Profits aside, “the ultimate goal for us is to have the
longest possible relationships we can with clients,” says
Guy. And the longevity of their existing engagements
has only increased since Baroan Technologies decided to
team up with Azamba Consulting Group, a Dynamics 365
provider they met through an indirect provider’s premier
partnership program.

“Our customers are looking to us as their trusted consultant,” explains Guy Baroan. “And they’re beginning to
ask us if we know someone who can help them with the
accounting side of their business.” Rather than avoiding
those questions because they don’t have the expertise
in-house, they’re choosing to address them head on—
and where is their confidence coming from? Partners.
Partners can enhance the quality of services Baroan provides to their customers. And that also means they’re not
missing out on the opportunity to manage more aspects
of their customer’s business.

Baroan knew right away they wanted to offer Dynamics 365
solutions to their customers given the interoperability with
other Microsoft Cloud products. And since introducing
Azamba to interested clients as their trusted Dynamics
partner, customers have not only been receptive to the
engagement, but they are delighted by the enhanced
quality of service. “It’s a situation where we are able to
offer our customers an answer to a need they have,”
insists Guy. “And that creates more opportunity for us.”

“Don’t be afraid to
partner. Don’t be
afraid to outsource
what you don’t know.
And don’t be afraid to
tell your clients, this
is not my specialty,
however, I have the
capability to bring in
someone who is an
expert. And together,
we can work with you
to provide the best
possible solution.”
– Guy Baroan, President,
Baroan Technologies

Results
Enhanced quality of services and stickier customers
When clients are thoroughly pleased with the services provided them via their trusted IT consultant—regardless of who is doing the implementation—that relationship
and trust will only grow. And that’s where Baroan is benefitting most from the
partner-to-partner relationships they are maintain with not only Azamba Consulting
Group, but other Dynamics 365 partners as well.
“Don’t be afraid to partner. Don’t be afraid to outsource what you don’t know.
And don’t be afraid to tell your clients, this is not my specialty, however, I have the
capability to bring in someone who is an expert. And together, we can work with you
to provide the best possible solution.” Guy Baroan, President, Baroan Technologies
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